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About This Content

A dream come true! Six of motorcycling’s all-time most iconic bikes in an exclusive package!

Aprilia RSV4 Factory APRC ABS 2014
One of the best bikes in terms of performance and technology. A 170 hp model with 11,500 rpm and top-level equipment and

performance.

Bimota SB8K-2000
A street superbike produced in only 150 models. An incomparable, top of the range bike!

Suzuki GSX-R1000 Concept 2016
The lightest, most powerful and reactive bike ever produced by the Hamamatsu manufacturer.

Yamaha MT09 Street Rally 2014
A unique bike with an aggressive, motard spirit.

Suter 500 mmx 2016
The bike dedicated to fans of the GP premier class: the 500 cc.

MV Agusta F4CC 2006
There were only 100 models built, with 200 hp, titanium exhaust system and full-carbon fairing.
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What are you waiting for? Purchase the DLC Limited Edition Bikes Pack and enjoy an extraordinary motorbike fleet!
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Title: Ride 2 Limited Edition Bikes Pack
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 SP1 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 8.1 / Windows® 10

Processor: Intel i5 2500K 3.3GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 850 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 640 / Radeon HD 6670 1GB*

DirectX: Version 10

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: *Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German
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A very fun little choose your own adventure tale, its definitely one of the best crafted; all the stats seem to nicely correlate with
my play style, and I thoroughly enjoyed the choices I was given. If I had any complaints, it would be the somewhat abrupt
ending; it felt as if there was at least another third or quarter of the game left when I got the ending screen. It wasn't a deal
breaker, nor did it leave a sour taste in my mouth, but I would have prefered a little more closure or at least an epilogue.

I digress; Choice of Kung Fu is a very solid title, possibly one of the most solid ones from this publisher. It never gets preachy or
mired in exposition, and gives the player a good sense of being a martial arts protagonist.. As of the release, it's a very generic
match 3 game with a dearth of explanation as to what's going on, how to proceed, and very oppositional goals depending on the
mode you're playing. In story mode, you're looking to beat the score requirement within a limited number of moves, whereas in
the arcade you're playing against the timer. The game desperately needs a settings menu so you can turn the one and only music
track down. The story, such as it is, is lackluster. You're going to school and you run across a handful of stereotypes that you
'know' but don't, since they're silhouettes until you beat their first dates in the arcade mode, but their achievements for doing so
give you their character style immediately. I struggled to meet the point goals in the first four dates, even repeating dates two
and four, and then, on date 5 (the introduction of the teacher) I beat the goal score requirement in two moves? The progression
needs balancing. No nudity so far, interested to see where the game will progress in time, though.. Toy Odyssey is what happens
when you put Rogue Legacy and Toy Story together. The game is incredibly well made from the top to the bottom. Character
and mob animations and designs are great looking. The soundtrack, ambiance, and sound design are all wonderful. The map
generation isn't random and chaotic like many other "Roguelite inspired" titles. And above all else, where it counts, the
gameplay and core mechanics are as sound as we've seen in a metroidvania platformer since Ori and the Blind Forest.

You play as Brand, a toy of a child that has been left alone in a part of the house overcome with an unknown darkness. You
must venture forth finding familiar friends and fighting toy foes that have been corrupted (prepare to hate spiders and marbles).
The RPG elements in the character building are phenomenal. They are incredibly basic simply just paying nuts, the games
currency, to upgrade either you weapons or 5 main body parts. Head, Body, Gloves, Cape, and Feet can all be upgraded through
a simply yet addicting leveling up process. You just dump money into them for upgrade points worth different amounts of stat
increases and passive abilities. For instance if you upgrade you feet enough, you get the beloved double jump.

And that is all without mentioning the base building in the game. While it feels very mobile at first with the amounts of time
that each upgrade takes (hours for many of them), they do progressively get easier as you go along. The only major downside
with the game from playing is just this. The fact that you have to wait numerous real time hours for an upgrade to finish. The
silver lining? It does continue to go with the game closed.

Overall, Toy Odyssey: The Lost and Found is my biggest hidden gem and surprise hit this year. It has easily climbed up onto my
Games of the Year list. Not sure where yet as I need to complete the game first, but after sinking several hours into this
delightful game, I needed to let the people of Steam know that it is worth a buy for any fans of Rogue Legacy style games or
Metroidvania style games.

Pros:
+ Fantastic art style and animation quality.
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+ Sound design is spot on (wear headphones).
+ Addictive and fun gameplay and core elements.
+ Simplistic, yet, comfortable progression system.
+ Well worth the $15 price tag.

Cons:
- Slow base building mechanic initially.
- Few minor bugs (options settings not saving once the game is closed).
- SPIDERS and MARBLES! Ahhh!. Great game, highly recommended!. Fun game for $0.99, neat puzzles. Definitely
reccomend.. -------
-------
Possible-medical-fore-warning:
There has been some reports + newer-reviews mentioning something about the "current-built" of this game "flickering" quite a
alot on some of the machines. While this doesn't make this game unplayable (as of writing this), some people might experience
nauseating or any similar effects.
Personally, I do indeed see some consistent flickering. But I don't exprience any medical-side-effect, at least not yet.

Technical-fore-words:
It is fair to warn right away that this is indeed a very "as-it-is"-release of the originaly year-2000-build of this game, which is
also mentined on one if the first pre-title-images. So there are no build-in tweakings in options-menu for windowed-mode,
resolution-changes, or various other "modern" tweaking-options aside wheteher you want to turn of the sounds or not most
importantly.

That being said, you're going to get one of the least amount changes suffering re-releases on Steam, only chnage being that it
works on (at least most of the ) moderm machines.

You're also unfotunately forced to use another 3rd-party screen-capturing \/ shotting-software since due the age and un-
modified nature of this game, the Steam-overlay won't be working (at least by default).

--------------
--------------

As for the game itself, "Puzzle Station" is the non-product-placement "off-spring" of Ninai Games (before Detonium
Interactive) of "Drop Mania" (which eventually was "remade" as "Super Drop Mania" for Gizmondo by "Fathammer"; then
there's of couse the "Rampage Puzzle Attack"-variant also by "Ninai Games").

Like the title suggest, this "Drop Mania"-variant is much more puzzle-heavy for the most part. But considering the simplistic
nature of the game-mechanics (link 4 or more of the same color-blocks to "poof"-them), I for one can forgive this even if
sometimes I'd like to just watch pretty explosions "without thinking" (I.E. playing without swapping the blocks with Ctrl-
button).

So, is the game worth buying?
Well, puzzle-game enthusiastics, especially those who are looking for some older titles, this is quite a good and solid one to their
collection.
That's pretty much all I can say about this game, for now.

And who knows, maybe we'll see an actual new "Drop Mania"-game in future on PC.
----------------
----------------. I tried this, and was instantly put off by how menus and interface looked. The controller worked poorly and the
gameplay was, lacking. It looks decent ingame, and had nice soft physics on the bunkers. I want a paintball game like this, but I
think this is a rather poor showing so far. I have played earlier Greg Hastings Paintball games, and had fun altho i always
somewhat found them lacking, this game seems more stripped and barebones than it.
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I cant reccomend this game in its current state.
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Nice game.
Not too difficult.
I finished in 98 minutes - so not too long.
An enjoyable time for only two bucks.. Usually an expansion will add a balance of good, bad, neutral elements to a game. This
literally only makes the entire game harder, handing out punishing cards and negative effects from the start. Not to mention a
way for every player to lose if they don't know how to go through the game super fast.

Plus, visually, the omen card keeps popping up a whole lot over other cards as they're being played and we don't know why, but
it's annoying and there's no way to disable that function. Would not go out of my way to get this unless you've played a lot of
Talisman and feel like there needs to be extra pain added to the gameplay with *no* added rewards. If a hardcore audience
exists for this game, I'm almost certain this is the expansion they add to weed out casuals from their games.

Talisman otherwise? Good game, do get. Not this expansion.. I like the crafting in this game the most of the atelier titles I
played.. WOW!!
I really love this type of game!!
It reminds me of THE ROOM but in VR!
It's a short and fairly easy demo but it was time well spent!
I'm really looking forward to the actual game!
Thanks for releasing this !. WHY CANT WE PLAY THIS GAME ANYMORE????. So close to being a full bball game. It has
fielders and everthing but ultimately it's just another hitting contest.

It's not just home run derby though since you get points for infield hits too. You have to score a certain number of points to beat
the AI. Pitchers have a variety of pitches. You can unlock a number of bats that are basically the same but the sound is
different. Still pretty satisfying.

It didn't take much to make this the best bball game at the moment. MLB Home Run Derby has better graphics but there's no
fielders and the hitting is messed up. VR Dream match is more realistic with real speed pitching but there's no game to it. It's
just a batting cage.

This one has game elements. You can aim for powerups and have to clear each level with increasing difficulty.
It's a good arcade baseball game with some amount of realism.
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